
*

4

Appointing  Experts

Approve pool of experts  ******     

Contracting Experts Paying Experts *****  

Authorising an 
expert payment 

order 

Evaluation and 
other expert tasks 

Final pool of experts 

Final pool of experts  

Final pool of experts

Drafting an 
expert pool

 Initiating & verifying 
an expert pool

Expert pro�le management
CV Management

 Expression of interest

Contracting experts - Preparing the contracts

Creating a draft 
expert contract

Expert Validation
Validate Legal Entity

Validate Bank Account

Contracting experts -   experts sign �rst

Contracting experts - EU signs �rst

Initiating & Verifying  
an Expert contract 

Presend - check**                      Approve & send  
contract for 

Expert signature

Con�ict of interest 
          investigation***

Point of Departure
     /Arrival analysis ****

Sign and send for 
Expert signature

Option 1: Expert signs �rst 
All expert types for all 
entities except ERCEA.

Creating an 
Attendance

Session

Analysing an 
e-cost claim

Verifying an 
e-cost claim

Create payment 
request 

e-Cost Claim
Submission

Initiate & verify a 
payment order 

Payments of Experts

Contract Signature
e-contract e-sign

* Also applicable to the following programmes: RFCS, COSME, CEF and programmes managed by EACEA (Erasmus+; Creative Europe; Europe for Citizens; EU Aid Volunteers)
Executed just for REA.C.4 managed �ows
Executed only when the expert declares a potential con�ict of interest
Executed only when the expert declares s/he wants to change the point of departure.
Meeting experts are not paid in EMI
ERCEA approves pools directly in EMI

(More details available
on H2020 proposal

lifecycle poster)

Option 2: EU signs �rst 
All expert types for ERCEA.

The expert performs 
the proposal evaluation 

or other expert tasks

(Front O�ce)

(Back O�ce)

 EU signs 
expert contract

*********

Monitors (for CNECT, RTD and SME business coaches)

Evaluators and all other monitors

Expert Groups

Approval
(Director)

Approval (Director )
& Extra Approval

(Director-General)

Contract Signature
e-contract e-sign

*****

(Front O�ce)

(Front O�ce)

(Front O�ce)

******
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